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1.
imen!sionleue tcntentioal velocity for vortex with untfcrm norio&otal coverpnce, *ejue-t~o (2.13), COa•'-ed to vortex vitb h•orizontal convergence inversely proportional to raei-4s, ertation (2.20).
2,6
2. Dimensionless tsna-ential volo=ity for various "bill function" convergence profiles. &T
3.
Relttion tetureen eharsctoristic eonverrenct p~r.-moetr a and dimenslaolesu "hill f-metion" halfvwith C. is relatively a-,aroe; bovever, there is an extenail" literature o0 basic vortex notion* available in journals on fluid mckanics.
Th, first application of the ravier-Stokes equations of fluid motion to a viscous vortex problem seem to have been the investigations of Tavlor (1918) and Terazawa (1922) , surmarized in Dryden (1956) . os the decay of a vortex eonsisting only of tangential velocitiee. Surgers (1940-1948), Ratt (1958 Ratt ( -1959 , Sullivan (1959) , Donaldson and Sullivan (1960) , (1958) (1959) (1960) (1961) . iLevellen (U962) and Webb (1962) have investigated ateaaly state vortex flovs that are axisys-etric. Of these, Javellen's treatment : is the most comrrehensive. OGutan (1957) end Iuo (196h) have wortod out solutions vhich incorporate the effects of therral energy input on the flow.
Long
Boundary layer effects have been discussed by Pott (1962) . lateorologlcal appli•Iction has been made Irf Vauptm (1928 ),, Emphreys (1940 , Villism (195), Batten (1958) , as well as Kuo and Webb. Sinclair (1964) has mwaf som measureomts of temerature end velocity profile$ in dust devils usinu. a portable instrment probe. 
see
. If the coerging air starts at a radius of r. and moves inward to a radi-o r. in time t, this radial Inflov, obtsned by inteprating (2.12) from r 1 to r., Is given by
For r /r 2 -2, t a 2 x 10 sec or about 5 hours, vhich is unrealistic.
If the wlecu~lrr viscositj is reulaced by an effective eddy viscosity of, e.g., 102 cm 2 sec"1, ca 5 x 10-2 sec"1 for rm -100 cu, and for vhich is tie solution obtained by Webb (196) for the same sink assumption.
Vor rv to be a bounded function for large r, it is required that b/v > 2. for r n I, whereas equation (2.13) applies for r < R. Ultimately, the only justification for constructing such profiles is that they are readily obtainable in analytic form, which does not imply that they are very g0od approximationm to reality.
A flow pattern vhich is scaw.
•hat more general than the above, and which presumably has greater correspondence with reality, is one in which the horisontal convergence is assumed to be a "hill-shaped" function,
where a is the radius at vhich K falls to co/2. The correspondinF Function for radial velocity is then 2r S2
The maximmw radial velocity is readily shown to occur at r -1.986 a mad has the value u = 0.402 Koa. The tangential velocity cannot be obtained in analytical form for this case, but it can readily be computed numericemly uiing finite-difference integration methods. ror purposes of con•e:-'on, the folloving dimensionless quantities are defined.:
where va ia the mziino tangeutial veloctty and rm the corresponding radius.
The parameter 6 gives a manure of the concentration of convergence near the central axis; for very seam1 6 the convergence is highly concentrated along the axis. for 6 -+n the convergence profile approaches uniformity. Results of the numrical ealculations for I/'ro and y as functions Of x are plotted in figure (2). The relation betveen a and 6 is plotted in figure (3).
shoving that a * 2.51 as 8 **.
It is noteworthy that for value3 of 6 > 1, the devir-tion of the tangential velocity from the uniform convereence solution (2.13) is very small.
More generally, the convergence can be expressed in the form of a series The dissipation of energy in the vortex due to viscous forces haa been di3cussed by Burgers (1948) and Rott (1959 as given by Burg*e-s* The approximate equality sian indicates here that the 6Ko2 term is negligible in the integration of 4 out to a radius much larger than r a Thus the dissipation function is primarily a function of the tangrntial shear (dv/dr -v/r) and the res'latinr dissipation depends on the "basic c•-culations" r., as well as the convergence. It can be shovn that the dominant dissipation term is eavay. the tangential shear, and that (2.32) is a good approximation for the othtr vortices discursed above as vyll.
Equation (2.28) can nov be used to calculate the dynamice3.ly irdue-ed temperature difference betveen the center of the vortex and the envirwzent, as is done by Rott for a perfect gas with various thermal condu.tiviti.-.
Yor the limiting case of no conductivity, be finds Ta Sinclair's (196)) measurements show a temperature rise of from 3 to 9
depoees near the center of dust devils at a height of approxiuately 2 meters.
It thus appeers that the dynamic reduction of tem-er~ture is negligible compared to the effects of the heated surface boundary layer of air, which is preuaibly advected into the core of the vortex.
III. NOY,-STEADY STATES OF THE V8SC00 VORTEX
Vortex .Ith 'Utiform Converience
The decay of the voe.ex vith aniform convergence appears to have first been obtaine4 Iy TerazaVa (1922, 1923) together vith that for a m~el with v indepeudent of r and a combination "vortex" with v independent of r in th# core and v proportional to 1/r outside the core.
The folloving treatment differs orly slightly from that of Terazava, vho worked in terms of vorticity rather than tangential velocities.
By settiLg the convergence equal to se-ro and retaining av/Dt, the This has the solution a 2.51 wvbic It identical to a from equation (2.14). Here the "bill function" velocity has been normalized to tive the same value of angular sent~u at Infinity as the no-dimcnsional "Burgers* models" It ti noted that tb3 locu3 of thO maxfr-Z tenCsntisl v*loeit7 r-pidly approaches thet for the similarity solution as t tecoess large.
?. Hero a d&iffertt product XY, m y be shown to appromeh the limit 1e as T **9 so that here the Yslue of the wmxiaum eirculatic becomes, it the limit, izvwersely proportional to the saua"e of the radius .
Sines the solut!-n of (3.17) sr8tisfies the parti1 differential equation (3.1)1 the silnrlty solution (3.9) should be approached as a limit. PlwitinS it in torso of X, Y and To the saularity solutioh becttes aI-exp(V( if t-t 4 (3.18)
In this vase the siullarity solution is approrched on,, for T <c X9 that is for a gonerating tim t very large in relation to the decay tim t 4 lott (1958) has discussed the growth of a vortex to show hao the steady state solution may' be approached from any initial dirtribution.
oote that in' gr l model equation (2.13), the maximnm value of clrculatln r-meins at infinite radius. In.eg•at-ne (3.23) isives
where A is the constant *f 1nteeretior,.
• ubqtrtuting rA" for 02, (3.214) beccoes r r. Cboo ing P so that F 7-
It is of interest to look at r(t) when it has the form of Deosot n04 The roan values,, u, 7,and ;, are seen to satisfy the equations separately;
and so these terms xmy be removed from the equations, leaving equations of motion for tho perturbation.
As It is assumed that u-<u, etc., the non-linemr terms may be neglected. Returninp to a consideration of the streamfunction for horisontal vortex flov; since for mean motions u << a total streamfunction for v •dy be approximately expressed as = •(r) + 6ý(r)elz(e -wt)
Covparison of (4.T) and (4.10) Indicates that f(r) a :(r)6r, and since Sr may be regarded as an arbitrarily smal displacement, it followe that f(r) a ;(r) or, in dimensionless notation, rotation. The analysis also Wn!icates that ,ert'jrbations of waye numbers 1 and 2 are initially unstable for sufficiently lerqe rcdii; qualitatively, wave nuwber 1 perturtations do appear to grov In the outer parts of vortices, but quanntttetive data is at present lacking.
To rumsar1r., the above analytic pertains to a rather special case of perturbed motion, where the only perturbed motion pernitted is one with relial sWlitude and angular movement. C±" course, a truly "Reneral" perturbation whYich is free to move in any7 direction and whoes amplitude function is three-dimensional ays have an entirely different stability criterf.
•n, pr3bably highly dependent upon direction of propo.ation. 'PMus, the tmera) question of stability is only -artialy answered by the treatment above;
4-23..
boevwr, datermInatiop of stability criteria for the remaiWnin =o@e of perturbation "11, re"sut it a 3 x 3 mtriz of stability criteris that should also describe the gaeierw' p j.urtation.
V. MZ•-FOR FJ1," ¶R =DIES
Three !iz& a.-euts of study are indicated: 
